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Paul Masson Releases Word Trainer 1.0 - Increase Your Score
Published on 01/12/10
Independent developer Paul Masson has announced Word Trainer 1.0, a score-increasing app
for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Learn the all-important two- and three-letter word
combinations valid in standard word board games for U.S. or international play, in either
flash card or list mode. Valid word definitions are optionally shown to solidify
memorization, and the number of correct answers totals automatically as a percentage of
right responses.
San Francisco, California - Independent developer Paul Masson is proud to announce the
release of Word Trainer 1.0, a score-increasing app for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Learn
the all-important two- and three-letter word combinations valid in standard word board
games for U.S. or international play with this fun and relaxing approach.
The app operates in two valuable modes. In flash card mode, the player is shown a random
two or three letter combination drawn from a fresh bag of tiles, and answers questions as
to whether the combination is a valid play and can be extended by adding an "s". Valid
word definitions are optionally shown to solidify memorization, and the number of correct
answers totals automatically as a percentage of right responses.
The second mode offers study of the words in list format, with a standard iPhone index
interface to jump to each letter in the alphabetized list.
Features:
* Customization of interface appearance
* A dozen different tile wood types and any background color
* Optional offensive words of U.S. tournament play
* Optional SOWPODS list of international tournament play
Device Requirements:
* iPhone/iPod Touch 2.2 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Word Trainer 1.0 is available worldwide in the Apple App Store for $1.99 in the Games
category. Promotional codes are available to established reviewers: please specify your
Web site or blog in any request.
Paul Masson:
http://pm.iphone.home.comcast.net
Word Trainer 1.0:
http://pm.iphone.home.comcast.net/WordTrainer.htm
Purchase and Download:
http://www.itunes.com/apps/WordTrainer

Located in San Francisco, California, Paul Masson continues development for the exciting
iPhone platform. All Material and Software (C) 2010 Paul Masson / All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPod, the iPod logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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